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Abstract

This paper provides a specific view of the problem, which is encountered in the
implementation of final decisions in our country and particularly in the social security
system, including a comparison of the social and economic changes in Albanian society.
Based on these terms and changes, made within the approximation of legislation, the service
of execution of decisions final, following a structure, based on international standards, in this
paper, will be recorded and analyzed the ways and steps to be followed to make possible the
completion of one of the points, of which refer to international progress of report on EU
membership, consisting of implementation of judicial decisions or executive orders.
The purpose of this study is to identify specific cases of abuse, in some cases, the company’s
executive private, relying on statistical analysis, which shows that the execution of judgments
against the private bailiff and his lead to that state, presents a variety of problems, which will
be analyzed in this paper. It will also be addressed economic problems - financial, that entails
failure to execute within the legal limits, the funding of benefits and the damage caused to the
state budget. The results of the paper are based on an analysis of the reasons, why reliability
in public administration is not at the levels required to be, and will set out concrete solutions,
to improve the situation created and that could and can be minimized in some cases, abuse
found during the execution and how the relevant procedures were treated in criminal cases.
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